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Abstract

The paper presents an extension of Description Logic to cope with configuration problems. In the paradigm of non structural algorithms the definitions are different from classic one. The study originated by Weida [3] in 1992 with CLASSIC and by others [2] (PROSE at AT&T) must be reviewed in order to take account of the extended expressiveness of the language and of its semantic.

The paper describes what is intended by terminological closure, a way to modify and constrain the terminology in order to allow the special kind of reasoning needed in the framework of configuration.

The implementation is presented: it is based on the introduction of special indicators that are manipulated in a uniform way in the tableaux-based inference engine.

Indicators are convenient because they allow to be constructed when concepts definitions are interpreted and the process can be applied on general forms of concepts definitions.

The use of multi TBoxes gives a help for modelling and decreases the computing complexity by partitioning the research space. The application made with the system of the LIITA named CICLOP is applied to the configuration of the electronic security systems in a car.

2 Configuration: general principles

A terminology used for configuration is specific, it aims at representing classes of objects to configure i.e. to found subparts which respect some constraints. So the knowledge base must be carefully designed following certain modelling principles. For example, the knowledge base must describe the classes of main objects to configure, the classes of sub-objects which can be parts of main objects and the constraints between the different parts. The important relation is part-of and the important constraints are generally spatial. Presently, in the CICLOP system spatial reasoning [7] is not possible, so it is modelled by using a numerical concrete domain i.e. by using numerical values of attributes (roles which can have only one value) and a linear constraint solver (see 5).

The concepts of the terminology can be divided in two classes: abstract concepts and concrete concepts. Concrete concepts are concepts corresponding to real world entities, abstract concepts are situated on a higher level and represent abstractions for instance: functionality choices or general choices. Since they correspond to real objects, instances of concrete concepts must be completely defined. Unfortunately, if DL are well adapted to manipulate incomplete knowledge, it is not so easy to be sure that an instance is completely defined. So it is necessary to modify the terminology in the way presented in section 3.

1 Introduction

Terminological logic can be tuned to provide a good way in facilitating the configuration task. This paper shows how it is realized in CICLOP, the DL system developed by the LIITA. The aim of the laboratory is to use its tool to solve real industrial problems, so the idea to write an extension to cope with configuration problems on a kernel DL system appeared to be a good one. CICLOP DL is based on the tableaux calculus and has a good expressiveness (ALCFIHR+ with axioms) joined to an interesting efficiency. (See DL99 System comparison [5]). The idea to use DL to help configuration comes from the study originated by Weida [3] in 1992 with CLASSIC and by others [2] (PROSE at AT&T).

The present paper is based on Weida’s ideas concerning configuration modelling and concerning DL use. It also introduces several improvements due to the necessity to be more precise when replacing structural algorithms with tableaux calculus in order to cope with more expressive Description Logics.
Configuration modelling

As concrete concepts are well defined, some hypotheses on their definitions can be done. Modelling the knowledge of configuration problems has to be done very carefully. OR operators must be the less frequent as possible. Concrete concepts inherit from abstract concepts. In the hierarchy, as already seen, OR operators describe possible options and choices at higher levels. Generally OR between primitive concepts are used. Fortunately in real problems, there are not many choices. OR between role expressions are forbidden, OR in role expression are allowed between role domain constraints. Consequences of this restriction is to be seen in section 3.

Configuration in DL

Intuitively, configuration consists of the refinement of an incomplete instance until every of its components is complete. The process starts with one very abstract instance representing global abstract choices for the object or for the system to configure. This initial instance is then completed with other assertions in order to refine the previous choices. The refinement process goes on until there will be no more choices available. To guide the system, a slightly extended DL can verify at every step if the choices are compatible with the constraints of the terminology. Moreover, it can propose to the users the possible choices before he takes his decision and then it propagates the consequences of these choices.

Configuration process is sketched in section 4, it is based on the computing of several concept sets related to a certain instance I which represents the object to be built.

3 Terminological closure revisited

Terminological closure is a transformation on the terminology realized to allow configuration. As soon as knowledge of the domain are considered to be stable. What is wanted are ways of ensuring that an instance is complete and that it is not over-specified.

Vocabulary closure

It is the first thing to do. So in this stage the set of concept names, the set of relations names are closed. New declarations, new concept names introductions are prohibited.

Domain closure

It is the next step. This modification’s outcome is that the union of the extensions of all the concrete concepts covers the whole interpretation domain. It means that the extension of every abstract concept corresponds to and only to the union of the extensions of a certain set of concrete concepts.

Syntactic closure of the terminology

It is the last step. Its aim is to prepare concrete concepts to force their instances to inherit exactly and exclusively from their super concepts. It must be encoded that an instance uses all and only all its inherited primitive concepts and all and only all its roles. Computango proposed an analogous transformation with a different goal, the modelling of flow in a plant [4].

Forcing values

The final step is to conceive a way to force the roles of the instance to have values.

Formalisation

Domain closure

Given the set $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n$ of concrete concepts, we have $\Delta = \bigcup_{i=1,n} C_i$

$\Delta$ is inserted between $T$ and its sub concepts, so for every $C$ of the terminology, $\Delta$ subsumes $C$ i.e. $C \subseteq \Delta$. Indeed the consistency of the modified terminology has to be proved.

Syntactic closure

Given $C_{pT}$ the set of the primitive concepts of the terminology $T$ and given $R_p$ the set of roles used in $T$.

Suppose for the moment that the expansion of the definition of a given concrete concept $C$, don’t contain ORs.

So $C$ can be set in the form $C = C_{cp} \cap R_p$

where $C_{cp}$ is the primitive concept part and $R_p$ the role part.

The primitive concept part is a conjunction of primitive concepts or negated primitive concepts.

The role part is a conjunction of expressions $R_{C,k}$.

Every $R_{C,k}$ is a conjunction of expressions of the form $O_k r_k c_k$ where $O_k$ is a member of \{ALL, SOME, \ldots\}

We defined $R_C$, the set of roles used by $C$, as the set of $r_k$

we have $R_C = \{r_1, \ldots, r_i, \ldots, r_m\}$

where every $r_i$ occurs in at least one expression $O_k r_k c_k$

To ensure that such a concept cannot be specialized, we have to add to its expression the negation of the complementary of its primitive concept set and the negation of the complementary of its role set.

$C_C = \{P_1, \ldots, P_n\}$

is the set of the concepts used in $C$, where $P_i$ is a primitive concept used in $C$.

Notice that in the expression of $C$ either $P_i$ or $(\text{NOT} P_i)$ can appear.

As a matter of fact, if $P_i$ or $(\text{NOT} P_i)$ appears in the definition of a concept, this is the mark of a choice and $P_i$ must be present. For example, if $(\text{NOT} P_i)$ appears and $P_i$ is added, it will clash following the standard clash rule, so only $(\text{NOT} P_i)$ is consistent.

The set of the primitive concepts not used in $C$ is $CP_C$ where $CP_C = C_{pT} \setminus C_C$

we call $C_{pC} = \cap_{C_1 \in CP_C} C_i$ the intersection of every concept of the set of the primitive concepts not in $C$
The set of the roles not used in $C$ is $R_C$, where $R_C$ is $R_T \setminus R_C$.

We replace $C$ with $C \cap \bigcap_{p \in C} \bigcap_{i \in RC} (\forall r_i. \bot)$ in the terminology.

Every expression $(\forall r_i. \bot)$ ensures that $r_i$ cannot be used.

Roles of concrete concepts must have a value (value forcing), we had to force it now. For every role $r_i$, if it has not a restriction entailing the existence of at least one value, we add $\exists r_i \Delta$.

general case

In the general case, a concept expression is put in a disjunctive form i.e. it contains $OR$s between conjunctive expressions. In the following, we only consider the $OR$ operators at the first level and in every conjunction the $AND$ at the first level. The generalisation of the processing just described will be its application successively to every disjunctions. In particular, when there is a disjunction: there are as much sets of primitive concepts used in the concrete concept and sets of role use as there are conjunctive expressions.

The implementation part proposes a functional transformation of the terminology that guarantees that our modelling hypotheses will be respected.

implementation

Two ways are presently being explored: on the one hand, the use of "indicators" which permit to act as if the lists of primitive concepts and of roles are intensional, on the other hand to use an other TBox in order to maintain meta-information about every concrete concept. Only the use of indicators is shown here.

First of all, the domain had to be closed. This is operated in a simple way. A meta-constraint is introduced as an axiom in the LD. (The term meta-constraint is employed by Horrocks [1]). Every concept $C$ introduced in the terminology is intersected with the following expression: $(OR C_1 (OR C_2 (OR C_3 (OR \ldots (OR C_i) \ldots)))$ where all $C_i$ are concrete concepts.

Like in Horrocks this meta-constraint is optimised by using "semantic branching".

Indicators are new operators introduced to solve two problems: firstly to assume the formalisation previously seen, secondly to be used in our tableau algorithm without modifying it.

The method using indicators implies a transformation of the terminology. First of all, new primitive atomic concepts must be added to the terminology. More precisely, to every primitive concept $P$ of the terminology, a primitive atomic concept $Ind(P)$ is associated. Similarly, to role $R$ of the terminology is associated a primitive concept $Ind(R)$.

The function $f$ that maps now the terminology into the new one is defined in the following manner: if $C_1$, $C_2$, $C$ are some concept expressions, $P$ a primitive concept and $r$ some role:

$$\begin{align*}
(AND C_1 C_2) & \rightarrow (AND f(C_1), f(C_2)) \\
(OR C_1 C_2) & \rightarrow (OR f(C_1), f(C_2)) \\
P & \rightarrow (AND P Ind(P)) \\
(ALL r C) & \rightarrow (AND (ALL r C) Ind(r)), \\
(SOME r C) & \rightarrow (AND (SOME r C) Ind(r)) \\
\text{NOTP} & \rightarrow (OR\text{NOTP} (NOTInd(r))) \\
\text{NOT(ALL r C)} & \rightarrow (OR\text{NOTALL r (NOTC)}) (NOTInd(r)) \\
\text{NOT(SOME r C)} & \rightarrow (OR\text{NOTALL r (NOTC)}) (NOTInd(r))
\end{align*}$$

Finally, to every primitive concept $P_i$ not occurring in $C$, the primitive concept $(NOTInd(P_i))$ is added.

Given $CP_C$: this set, we add $(AND P_1 \ldots P_i \ldots)$ $\forall P_i$ in $CP_C$.

In the same way, to every role $R_i$ not occurring in $C$, $(NOTInd(R_i))$ is added.

The idea is that after the processing of a definition, the only concepts and roles permitted for these concrete concepts are accompanied by their indicator. If the coherency between a concrete concept $C_e$ and a concept $C$ is to be proved, we have:

if $R$ is not used in $C_e$, $(NOTInd(R))$ is in the definition (after transformation) of $C_e$, if the same role $R$ is used by (or inherited by) concept $C_1$, $Ind(R)$ will be present in its definitions. Finally leading to a clash, sign of inconsistency. The same for concepts: if $C$ is not used in $C_e$, $(NOTInd(C))$ is in its definition etc.

Example:

(define-primitive-concept module TOP)
(define-primitive-concept controller module)
(define-primitive-concept rollover-sensor module)
(define-primitive-concept crash-sensor module)
(define-primitive-concept seat-controller controller)
(define-concept combi-sensor
(AND rollover-sensor crash-sensor))
combi-sensor and seat-controller are concrete concepts.

Suppose we define now a concept combi-module:

(define-concept combi-module
(AND seat-controller combi-sensor)
after replacements and after applying the meta-constraint the concept combi-module becomes:

(AND
(AND (AND seat-controller (NOT Ind(module)))
(NOT combi-sensor))
(AND (AND combi-sensor Ind(module))
(NOT seat-controller)))

The tableaux calculus algorithm for this closed TBox will lead to a clash, because the closure of both
Concrete concepts seat-controller and combi-sensor has introduced conflicting indicators. In expanding seat-controller, (NOT Ind(combi-sensor)) has been introduced to exclude the other concrete concepts. Expanding combi-sensor will introduce combi-sensor and cause a clash. The next example shows how the process of introducing Indicator and Not Indicator can be recursively applied on every part of disjunction found in a concept definition so the process is not restricted to "structural" concept definition i.e. definition excluding ORs.

This example gives some idea about the bus application

(define-primitive-concept module TOP)
(define-primitive-concept bus TOP)
(define-primitive-concept controller module)
(define-primitive-concept sensor module)
(define-primitive-concept Steller module)
(define-primitive-role has-element R)
(define-primitive-role has-component R)
(define-concept diagnostic-bus
(AND Bus (SOME has-element sensor)))
(define-concept Stellbus
(AND Bus (SOME has-element Steller)))
(define-concept combi-bus
(AND Stellbus diagnostic-bus))
(define-concept bussystem
(AND controller (SOME has-component diagnostic-bus))
(SOME has-component Stellbus))

The configuration process is based on the computing of some interesting sets of concept.

Suppose for the moment that each disjunctive expression corresponding to a concrete concept has only one conjunctive argument.

The set POSS of possible concepts is the set of the concepts that the instance can possibly instantiate. To calculate the POSS related to an instance I, the concepts for which the intersection between the instance and the extension of the concept is not empty are computed.

The set SPOSS of the smallest possible concepts is calculated from the previous one using subsupposition. Theses concepts can help in providing more accurate possibilities. As a matter of fact, it is more interesting for the system to propose to the user more specific choices.

The set IMP of impossible concepts is the complementary of the previous one.

The set BIMP of the biggest impossible concepts is calculated from the previous one. It is used in a dual manner as SPOSS.

The set NEC of necessary concepts contains the concepts of which I can be an instance. The tableau algorithm is used to prove that \( C \Rightarrow I_d \) i.e. It is to be shown that the set of constraints corresponding to And \( I_d \) (NOTC) produces always a clash.

The configuration process

First the instance I is completely unspecified : \( I \in \mathcal{T} \) is the only assertion defining I. The set of possible concepts POSS is the set of all the concepts of the terminology, the set NEC of necessary concepts is equal to \( \{\mathcal{T}\} \), the set IMP of impossible concepts is empty.

After adding one or more assertions to refine I, we have to test the consistency of the couple terminology-instance. If there is no inconsistency, the new sets are to be calculated. The new NEC is obtained by doing in-depth processing, i.e. by scanning every descendant of the concepts of the previous NEC: it is included in the preceding one. All necessary concepts are possible. So the new POSS set is based on the old POSS set by examining only the concepts which are not in NEC.
The cycle sketched here goes on until the sets cannot be refined by adding assertions. It is possible to compute at each step which assertions can be added to the instances: assertions concerning primitive concepts or concerning roles. So possible choices and only possible choices can be proposed via an interface. The consequences of choices done are then automatically taken into account and propagated.

In the general case where some ORs can occur at the first level: the system should help exploring every alternative opened by an OR branch.

The present implementation works manually. It is used to experiment configuration problems in the automotive industry.

An interface is to be built: the problem is to conceive this interface to be simple enough to help the user in first completing its instance second to explore alternatives if there are some.

The system presently provides a help to configure a bus, called "CAN bus", used in the automotive domain. This bus connects all the electronic elements: sensors, captors and security gear needed for the security in a car. The problem is to find devices devoted to certain security functions and find locations for these devices in a car. Devices are partially devoted to control (controllers), partially devoted to detection (sensors) and to protection (ABS, airbag, etc.). Constraints are of different kinds: some are spatial, some are device dependant: a controller must be put in a location close to its device, etc.

5 Some improvements

Notice that main improvements consist in the use of multi-TBoxes and the use of a constraint solver on attributes' value. A module specialized in the resolution of numerical constraints (concrete domains) is used as already seen. Numerical constraints can be put on values of attributes (role with a unique value), constraints can only be linear. As already seen, the numerical concrete domain is useful to cope with spatial constraints. But the idea to separate a TBox into several smaller ones can be generalized. Using several TBoxes helps in reducing general complexity and is a good way to be modular. The TBoxes can communicate by the way of special roles declared as connectors. The condition is that the TBoxes are independent.

In the bus configuration application, we use TBoxes for concrete domains were problems are solved independently of problems of the main terminology [6]. Roles connecting TBoxes are: between functions and modules "is-realized-by" and its inverse role "realizes", between modules and buses connects and is-connected-to, between events and functions "ask-for" "respond-to", between events and buses "is-transmitted-by", "transmits". This partitioning has the advantage of separat-

6 Conclusion

DL appears to be a good tool in helping configuration process, because it allows the declarative specification of the set of constraints needed to solve the problem. It is clear that this ability to manipulate constraints and to reason under constraints is interesting for tasks that are not strictly classified under the label of configuration. We think that this extension is well adapted to the management of dynamics forms, and to the control of the coherence of orders etc.
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